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Disruptive technologies are often redefining the way consumer products companies are doing business. Blockchain can potentially help them create more value, achieve operational efficiencies, and enhance customer experience.

Disruptive digital technologies, such as blockchain, artificial intelligence (AI), digital reality (DR), and cloud, are potentially ushering in a new era of productivity for consumer products companies. These technologies are not only helping spur efficient internal processes, innovation, brand growth, and profitability, but also enhancing the consumer experience. Addressing the potential of blockchain, this is the first article of a short-article series on the theme of disruptive technologies. To realize the full potential and benefits of disruptive digital technologies, consumer products companies can benefit from understanding where they are on their journey to digital maturity and how they can implement these technologies to meet their digital transformation goals.

Consumer products companies' journey toward digital maturity

In the 2018 Annual Study of Digital Business,1 MIT Sloan Management Review and Deloitte analyzed digital maturity of various industries. The 2018 study is based on responses of 4,300 business executives across 123 countries representing 28 industries. Digital maturity is calculated based on respondents’ rating of their company on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being the lowest.2

Interestingly, on the spectrum of digital maturity, respondents from the consumer products industry rated it as being in the mid-to-lower end of the digital-maturity spectrum in comparison to other consumer-facing industries (figure 1). As such, while the consumer products industry has been making strides in this regard through efforts such as automating manufacturing processes, introducing online shopping, and digitizing the supply chain, there appears to remain ample opportunity for continued digital transformation.

To move forward on their journey to digital maturity and harness the power of disruptive technologies, consumer products companies will likely benefit by focusing on the following steps that can enable their success:

1. Make digital systems and infrastructure a priority
2. Upskill existing talent with digital skills
3. Replace manual processes with digital
4. Drive innovations with digital at the core

Indeed, it is likely easier for startup organizations that are more nimble to implement disruptive technologies than it is for well-established companies with greater infrastructure in place. Regardless, consumer products organizations could start by defining the business imperative for growth, identifying and structuring their data to support growth, and leverage disruptive technologies to optimize, interpret, and apply the data.
Blockchain: Potential and use cases in the consumer products industry

Blockchain is one technology that has the potential to usher in a new era of transparency for consumer products companies and consumers alike. A recent Deloitte publication, *Blockchain: A technical primer*, describes in detail how blockchain works (figure 2).³

Blockchain has many potential use cases in the consumer products industry, especially with regard to tracking and monitoring of products and the flow of information, services, and money. Figure 3 represents a comprehensive collection of possible use cases. We have broadly categorized them as
Blockchain allows for the secure management of a shared ledger where transactions are verified and stored on a network without a governing central authority. Blockchains can come in different configurations, ranging from public, open-source networks to private blockchains that require explicit permission to read or write. Computer science and advanced mathematics (in the form of cryptographic hash functions) are what make blockchains tick, not just enabling transactions but also protecting a blockchain’s integrity and anonymity.

**FIGURE 2**

**How blockchain works**

1. **TRANSACTION** Two parties exchange data; this could represent money, contracts, deeds, medical records, customer details, or any other asset that can be described in digital form.

2. **VERIFICATION** Depending on the network’s parameters, the transaction is either verified instantly or transcribed into a secured record and placed in a queue of pending transactions. In this case, nodes—the computers or servers in the network—determine if the transactions are valid based on a set of rules the network has agreed on.

3. **STRUCTURE** Each block is identified by a hash—a 256-bit number—created using an algorithm agreed upon by the network. A block contains a header, a reference to the previous block’s hash, and a group of transactions. The sequence of linked hashes creates a secure, interdependent chain.

4. **VALIDATION** Blocks must first be validated to be added to the blockchain. The most accepted form of validation for open-source blockchains is proof of work—the solution to a mathematical puzzle derived from the block’s header.

5. **BLOCKCHAIN MINING** Miners try to “solve” the block by making incremental changes to one variable until the solution satisfies a networkwide target. This is called “proof of work” because correct answers cannot be falsified; potential solutions must prove that the appropriate level of computing power was drained in solving.

6. **THE CHAIN** When a block is validated, the miners that solved the puzzle are rewarded and the block is distributed through the network. Each node adds the block to the majority chain, the network’s immutable and auditable blockchain.

7. **BUILT-IN DEFENSE** If a malicious miner tries to submit an altered block to the chain, the hash function of that block, and all following blocks, would change. The other nodes would detect these changes and reject the block from the majority chain, preventing corruption.

business and consumer centric, based on the benef-eficiary of the application.

Consumer products companies would likely benefit from developing a perspective based on the use cases and case studies (see sidebar), identify the use cases with the greatest potential to positively impact their organizations, and then customize them based on their individual requirements. Further, identifying and allocating resources that include finance, talent, and infrastructure with a clear road map for implementation will likely contribute to the success of blockchain implementation.

Global blockchain revenue may grow from approximately US$2.34 billion in 2017 to as much as US$13.9 billion by 2022, at a compound average growth rate of 42.8 percent. Nonetheless, companies may need to recognize that capital investments in blockchain can require a medium- to long-term time frame to realize a return on investment. It is especially true given the interplay of several factors, such as the lack of a supportive regulatory and legal framework, rapid changes in technology, talent gaps, and building a working consortium to operationalize blockchain.

---

**CASE STUDIES**

**CARGILL COMPLETES A TRADE-FINANCE DEAL USING A SINGLE BLOCKCHAIN SYSTEM**

Facilitating B2B payments is an important use case of blockchain as the technology can simplify, secure, and expedite the payment process, while reducing intermediary costs and risks. In May 2018, Cargill and a top 10 global bank completed the world’s first commercial trade-finance transaction using a single, shared digital blockchain-enabled application, rather than multiple systems, which minimized the time taken to complete the transaction and the paper trail.

**COCA-COLA DEPLOYS BLOCKCHAIN TO HELP MITIGATE THE USE OF “FORCED” LABOR IN THE BEVERAGE INDUSTRY**

Food and beverage companies have been concerned about the issue of deploying “forced” labor in countries where this practice is commonplace. Coca-Cola has come under the spotlight for sourcing sugarcane from such countries. In March 2018, Coca-Cola and the US State Department announced that they are using blockchain’s digital ledger technology to create a secure registry for workers worldwide. The secure registry will help companies like Coca-Cola hire and deploy labor that has genuinely chosen to work, thus helping ensure complete transparency for fair and equitable wages.
Business-centric use cases

- **Traceability and visibility: Connected supply chain**
  Manufacturers can order, sell, track, trace, and pay for goods.

- **Product authenticity and origin**
  Every transaction along the supply chain, be it from a supplier or a manufacturer, can be added as a valid and verifiable record to an item’s pedigree.

- **Product delivery**
  Can be tracked through the supply chain from retail and/or direct channels to consumers.

- **Fraudulent financial transactions**
  Financial transactions can be confirmed based on smart contracts, thereby eliminating fraud.

- **Automated recordkeeping**
  Storage and analysis of the relevant product and supply chain data can help companies achieve better inventory management.

- **Authenticity of digital advertising**
  Data transparency allows accurate verification of a campaign, its execution, and customer engagement.

- **Product recall**
  Businesses can identify products that are unsafe or have defective parts, and can issue targeted recalls.

- **Supply chain trade and finance**
  Business-to-business (B2B) payments can be made easier, faster, and more trustworthy by simplifying financial transactions, speeding up processes, and reducing intermediary costs and risks.

- **Product development and innovation**
  Businesses can develop innovative and customized applications and tools that are fast, secure, and reliable.

- **Product safety**
  Businesses can ensure product safety by tracking genuine products and segregating counterfeits.

Consumer-centric use cases

- **Accessing product information**
  Consumers can access detailed product information at any time.

- **Smart loyalty programs**
  Consumers can partake in individualized loyalty incentives, as businesses capture and track consumer data.

- **Access to aftercare services**
  Consumers have access to predefined contracts and agreements for assured aftercare services and warranties.

- **Consumer payment**
  Consumers can make fast and secure payments using secure networks.

- **Consumer protection**
  Digital records of consumer data and purchases saved on blockchain-enabled platforms are secure, i.e., less prone to breaches than those saved on local platforms.

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Being on the leading edge of disruptive technologies

Newer and bolder disruptive technologies are continuously transforming and changing the way companies conduct their business by driving operational efficiencies and enhancing the customer experience. Notably, disruptive technologies are exponential in nature—their applications can provide advantages that considerably boost the output and efficiencies of processes they impact, resulting in a multiplier effect. For example, almost all blockchain use cases involve the Internet of Things (IoT) at either the front or the back end of the application. During the 2017 US Thanksgiving season, when Cargill deployed blockchain technology to let consumers trace the source of their turkeys, it used IoT-based barcodes that could be scanned by smartphones.\(^8\)

Blockchain is one example of a disruptive technology that can potentially help consumer product's companies move along or even ahead of the digital transformation curve. Blockchain’s potential in the consumer products space is unlimited. Our article *Adapting to landmark labeling laws in the food industry through blockchain and the Internet of Things*\(^6\) demonstrates the practical applications of blockchain in the food industry for traceability, visibility, and recall as well as for accessing product information. Watch out for future articles in this series on disruptive technologies in the consumer products industry addressing AI, DR, and cloud.
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